InJection adaptable fine ionization source ('JaFIS') for continuous flow nano-electrospray.
Nanoelectrospray ('nanoES') tandem mass spectrometry of complex peptide mixtures has become a certified, mostly reliable technique for the identification of proteins. The typical low flow rates of nanoES, the extended analysis times for small samples, high ion transmission and its overall ease-of-use provide important practical advantages for polypeptide covalent microanalysis. We have constructed a modified nanoES ion source that is highly durable and user-friendly, and potentially allows for full auto-sampling operation. The inJection adaptable Fine Ionization Source ('JaFIS') can be operated at flow rates of 10-100 nL per minute and with sensitivities in the 25 femtomoles peptide per microliter range. The ion spray needles usually last for days, allowing for standards and multiple samples to be analyzed consecutively under similar conditions. In this configuration, quality controlled needles can also be saved and reused, providing for more consistent and reproducible day-to-day operating conditions, JaFIS-ES also permits sample recovery should any failure occur during analysis.